
UNDERSTANDING THE NEED FOR CUSTOMER SERVICE
An excellent customer service definition is the process of offering support and 
advice to customers before, during, and after the customer buys a product / service, 
and to ensure customer satisfaction. In short, it is all about meeting and exceeding 
the customer’s needs at every point along the customer journey.

WHY CUSTOMER SERVICE MATTERS

• Improved customer satisfaction and loyalty
• Turn one-time customers into repeat customers
• Turns disengaged customers into loyal followers
• Makes it easy for customers to travel along the customer journey
• Serves as a competitive differentiator
• Portrays a positive brand image and reputation

CHARACTERISTICS OF GOOD CUSTOMER SERVICE

• The Technician practices active listening. 
• The Technician patiently, empathetically, professionally, and enthusiastically 

speaks to the customer.
• The Technician is friendly and personalizes the conversation
• A good Technician is fair.
• A good Technician is honest.
• A good Technician is prompt.
• A good Technician makes sure the customer is left with a positive brand 

image.

FIRST IMPRESSIONS
You’ve heard it said that you never get a second chance to make a good first 
impression. The fact is that when you first meet a person, he makes a judgment 
about you in approximately four seconds, and his judgment is finalized largely within 
30 seconds of the initial contact. 

Everything contributing to your first impression from your appearance to your 
mannerisms and the way you communicate. If it’s not helping you, it’s hurting you.
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Creating a positive first impressions can go a long way toward being a preventative 
measure AND gaining the customers confidence in your ability to take care of their 
needs.

THINGS THAT CONTRIBUTE TO GOOD FIRST IMPRESSIONS-  You are 
ALWAYS communicating something GOOD OR BAD.

Time of arrival- Arriving on time sets the tone for the customer.  Customer service 
begins when you are on the way and we must update the customer on our ETA 
thereby communicating that we are concerned for his/her wellbeing from the get go.
Appearance personally and equipment- A neat appears communicates wonders 
to customers. That goes for the truck and equipment too. They figure if you care 
about yourself you there is a better chance you will care about them. Remember just 
a few seconds to give an impression.
The way we pull up on the job- Pulling up on the job carefully rather than speeding 
and recklessly shows respect to the neighborhood, surrounding areas and safety.  
Asking the customer where is the best place communicates respect for his/her 
property and opinions.
Body Language- (Makes up 55% of what you are communicating)
A) Pop out of the truck enthusiastically greeting the customer with confident 

hand shakes hands introducing yourself with GOOD EYE CONTACT and GOOD 
POSTURE. This communicates to men and women that you are a professional 
at what you do.

B) Keep an open body stance like you are ready to listen. Listen to their stories 
and experience with this posture. Avoid hands in the pocket or folded arms as 
that could be perceived as not being personable or maybe not wanting to be 
there or unwillingness to perform as expected.

C) Smiling and nodding your head while practicing active listing.  Ask questions 
about what the customer needs are.  These all communicate that you are happy 
to please and really want to hear what they need today. 

D) Tone of voice- 65% of customers prefer a casual tone vs an overly authoritative 
tone of voice. Using friendly tone in neutral situations is much more appreciated. 
It makes the whole customer service experience more personal and improves 
the relationship

E) Positive customer service words (7%)  The most important rule of verbal 
communication is to forget “no,” “can’t” and “don’t” as these are the worst words 
that can be said to a customer.
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COMMUNICATING WITH POSITIVE REINFORCEMENT

It’s simple to be positive when you can process customers’ requests. Things get 
complicated when a customer asks you for something you cannot do because:

• You don’t know how to do it.

• You’re not allowed to do it.

• It’s temporarily impossible to do it.

In such a situation you will have to inform them that their request cannot be fulfilled 
— and you have to resolve it positively so that your customer doesn’t get upset.

TRIGGER WORDS FOR NEGATIVITY WOULD BE DON’T AND CAN’T OR NO 
WAY

X   I OR WE DON’T DO THAT
 / THATS A GOOD QUESTION LET ME CHECK ON THAT.
 / WE’LL SEE, LET ME LOOK AT IT
 / I SEE YOUR POINT, BUT THIS MACHINE IS DESIGNED FOR YADA 
YADA
 /  I’D LOVE TO BUT…
     
X (I CAN’T) FINISH YOUR PROPERTY
/  WE MIGHT HAVE A DELAY BECAUSE MACHINE IS  YADA YADA
/  LET ME WORK ON THIS AND GO FROM THERE.

X I CAN’T GO ACROSS YOUR DRIVEWAY… 
/ IT WOULD BE BEST IF WE DIDN’T GO ACROSS HERE BECAUSE YADA     
YADA

X THAT’S IMPOSSIBLE
Really the machine won’t go there without getting to close to… or That 
area is really wet and the machine might get stuck. or This area has so 
many rocks that it is libel to damage the machine.
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WALKING WITH THE CUSTOMER-
This is the moment it all comes together for the customer.  Remember this property is 
his baby so to speak and he is putting a fair amount of money in it for us to help him 
with it.  It’s important to listen actively and summarize for the customer his needs 
morphed with what we can do.

 ACTIVE LISTENING AND SUMMARIZING- 
• Show that you're tracking with customers.(Simple nods and verbal “Okay” “ I 

see” 
• Don't interrupt. ... 
• Avoid distractions. ... 
• Repeat in your own words one or more points the customer makes. ... 
• Restate. ... 
• Ask pertinent questions. …Are you aware of any rocky areas, debris etc? 
• Avoid arguing.  
• Summarize. ... 

THE IMPORTANT STEP OF SUMMARIZING - Summarizing simply verifies that you 
and the customer on the same page and prevents he or she from questioning too 
much what you are doing.

Start by going over the customers expressed desires in the order you need to proceed 
based on safety and productivity.  Explaining why is sometimes necessary.

Example:  We are here to only get 3-4 inch and under anything above that you want to 
save if possible right?  I’ll do my best, but this is a powerful machine and I might not be 
able to save every 5-6 inch tree.  Also just want to let you know that being that 
selective can slow the process down quite a bit and we may not have the productivity 
you originally expected.

Ask the customer if they have any questions.

Explain to the customer for safety purposes they must stay behind the machine from 
the direction it is mulching at all times and must refrain from flagging you but call you if 
necessary to speak with you.  Emphasize the importance of safety.

At this time have the customer sign the work order to begin work.
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THROUGHOUT THE DAY-
Remember this is their project and property and it is important for many reasons that 
communicate with the customer a couple of times throughout the day.
You’ll want to touch base and let them know how it is going and anything you are 
enchanting that may change the expectation of productivity eliminating surprises or 
disappointments at the end of the day.

THINGS YOU’LL WANT TO COMMUNICATE
• Areas that may go slower for whatever reason - Thicker, terrain has ruts, exposed 

rocks, steep, slippery (wet)  
• Going to lunch
• Mention that you are going to refuel at some point or sharpen teeth.
• How many hours you have in or have left.
• Break down and any forthcoming information about fixing the issue.
• Things are going well

COMMUNICATE WITH OFFICE OR SUPERVISOR AND THE CUSTOMERS AS 
OFTEN AS POSSIBLE.

Keep in mind customers express by name on the internet their experience with you 
and tend to be very grateful with your taking care of them and express that by giving a 
5 star review and or tipping occasionally.  THIS IS NOT EXPECTED FROM A 
CUSTOMER. But occasionally they do  tip and if you get a 5 star review we 
compensate with a 20.00 spiff.  You could conceivably make an extra 100.00 per 
week.

A good practice of these things will go a long way in your customer’s satisfaction and 
keep them from doubting you and developing negative thoughts while you are working.  
It will even cause the customer to be much more forgiving if something happens that 
isn’t quite what was expected and save you  A LOT OF GRIEF from 
misunderstandings and miscommunications.

This is a fun and adventurous job,  You will meet the most interesting people and you 
never know how they can affect you or your future.  Keep a good attitude be safe, 
keep the equipment running well and you make pretty good money.
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CUSTOMER PROBLEMS-  99.9 Customers are friendly and are excited to get their 
property cleared.   Some are thinking the back of their mind that you are there to take 
advantage of them at first.  It’s your job to prove otherwise have the attitude to the 
customer they are in good hands. 

Some good pointers for handling rude or unhappy customers.

1. Stay Calm, Don't React.
2. Don’t Take it Personally.
3. Listen and if appropriate Apologize - Remember body language here and keep your 

arms unfolded and your voice low.  
4. Tactfully and Calmly Stand Firm if he is factually wrong.
5. Solve the problem- 

The best way to disarm a rude or upset customer is to involve him in taking away the 
problem  that's fueling his behavior. Ask him what he feels would be an acceptable 
solution. You then have something concrete to work toward.

CLOSING WITH THE CUSTOMER-

• We are not expressing an itchiness to get out of there 
• Let them know it has been a pleasure to serve them.
• Ask if there is anything else we can do to ensure a 5 star rating from them.
• Have them sign the work order
• Collect the money and finish out all paperwork.
• Let them know they will receive a receipt.
• Let them know they will have an opportunity to rate your service in an upcoming 

email.

THANK THEY CUSTOMER AGAIN!
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